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Chapter 371: Black Rose 

Xue Fanxin was shocked, but she quickly digested the matter and buried it in her heart. The Divine 

Dragon Clan rejected Little Lei because he was an anomaly. 

The human race was also a race that rejected other races. If they knew about Little Lei, who knew what 

crazy things they would do? 

Hence, it was best to keep Little Lei’s identity a secret. 

“Ah Jiu, are you going to the Nine Cloud Palace tomorrow? When are you leaving?” Xue Fanxin was a 

just little unwilling to part with him. She did not have too intense emotions because she knew that he 

would return to look for her. She was at ease. 

“We’ll set off later.” 

“So soon? You just returned from the tomb of the Spacetime Emperor. You didn’t even have a good 

rest.” 

“The matter over there is a little troublesome. It’s best to go back and deal with it as soon as possible.” 

“Oh, I understand.” Xue Fanxin understood his difficulties and did not blame him. However, she was a 

little worried about him. She searched for things on her body, using her divine sense to scan the Reverse 

Spirit Heaven Wheel Space. She took out the pills she had refined and handed them all to Ye Jiushang. 

“Ah Jiu, I only have these pills on me that might be of use to you. Although their grades are a little low, 

they can come in handy. Take them all.” 

Even if these medicinal pills were useless, Ye Jiushang had no intention of rejecting them. “Alright. I’ll 

return as soon as possible. While I’m not around, you have to be careful of Su Baifeng. As for the others, 

just do as you please.” 

“Isn’t it just a vengeful spirit? I can’t afford to offend it, but I can still hide. You can go to Nine Cloud 

Palace without worries. I guarantee you that I won’t provoke Su Baifeng, nor will I clash with her.” 

Ye Jiushang pulled Xue Fanxin into his arms and stayed with her for a while. 

Although the vengeful spirit on Su Baifeng was powerful, he believed that no matter how powerful it 

was, it could not defeat the extremely lucky Phoenix Star. 

Xin’er was not an ordinary person. She had the power of nirvana in her body. Even if she died, she would 

be revived, so he did not have to worry. 

That night, Ye Jiushang left silently with Ruying and Suixing. Everyone was still sleeping, and only Xue 

Fanxin came to send them off. 

Although she was sending them off, she actually stayed in the courtyard and watched them break 

through the void and leave. 

Xue Fanxin stood in the courtyard in a daze, looking in the direction of the void. 



He had just left, yet she was already missing him. Sigh… 

“Ah Jiu, you have to come back quickly!” Xue Fanxin said to the empty void, then took a deep breath and 

was about to return to her room to sleep. 

Right then, a ruthless voice filled with intense killing intent sounded from the surroundings. “Even if he 

returns, you won’t be able to see him.” 

Xue Fanxin’s expression changed. She looked at the source of the voice and saw a seductive woman in a 

black dress walking out of a dark corner. Seeing the person’s face clearly, she was a little shocked. “Su 

Baifeng.” 

What shocked Xue Fanxin was not Su Baifeng’s appearance but her change. 

She guessed that the invader was Su Baifeng from the familiar voice. However, she did not expect her to 

change so much. She was like a person dwelling in the darkness, but she was a rose, a black rose, giving 

off an enchanting and demonic feeling. 

Chapter 372: You Can’t Kill This Person 

Su Baifeng was like a new person. Her aura had the power to bewitch people. If one’s cultivation level 

was not high or their mind was not firm, they would lose their rationality with just one look at her. 

She had not expected Su Baifeng to change so much in just a day or two. From a white lotus to a black 

rose, it was as if she had broken out of her cocoon. It seemed like she no longer wanted the title of the 

number one beauty and talent of Heavenly Saints City, nor did she care about her reputation. 

“Are you disappointed that I’m still alive?” Su Baifeng twisted her slender waist and walked toward Xue 

Fanxin step by step. She stopped five steps away and placed one hand on her waist, assuming an 

extremely attractive posture with a mysterious smile on her face. 

It was difficult to believe that Su Baifeng had once been a gentle and elegant young lady. Anyone would 

say that she was a woman from the red light district. 

Despite knowing that Su Baifeng had a powerful vengeful spirit on her, Xue Fanxin was not frightened. 

She faced her calmly and sneered. “I’m indeed quite disappointed. How good would it have been if you 

had died in that damned place!” 

Su Baifeng’s expression turned ugly. All her seductive smiles disappeared, and her face became 

ferocious. She roared, “Xue Fanxin, you’re the one who deserves to die the most. If not for you, I 

wouldn’t have become like this today. But I still have to thank you for making me who I am.” 

“You call being possessed by a vengeful spirit an achievement? Be careful or you won’t even know how 

you die. You’re really stupid to be so smug here.” 

“What did you say?” Su Baifeng looked at Xue Fanxin in disbelief. She was feeling a little superior, but 

now, there was only shock. 

Xue Fanxin actually knew that there was a vengeful spirit in her body. She thought she was the only one 

who knew such a secret. She never imagined Xue Fanxin would know too. 
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In other words, Ye Jiushang was also aware? 

How did they learn of it? 

The vengeful spirit hidden in her body said to her in a hoarse voice, “Leave immediately. You can’t kill 

this person.” 

“Why can’t I kill her? Ye Jiushang has already left. She’s the only one left now. If I don’t kill her now, 

when will I? This is a good opportunity. I definitely won’t let it go.” Su Baifeng used her divine sense to 

communicate with the vengeful spirit. She insisted on killing Xue Fanxin right now. She took out a black 

sword and stabbed it at her. 

Xue Fanxin was already prepared. She used the Heavenly Spirit Butterfly Dance to protect herself. Then, 

she summoned the Xue You Sword and counterattacked with her sword aura. 

One was a crystalline blue sword, while the other was a strange black sword. When the two swords 

collided, they emitted a powerful force that wrecked the entire courtyard. Even the owners of the 

swords were forced back more than ten steps. The two of them were on par. 

Su Baifeng was dissatisfied with this outcome. She roared with a ferocious expression, “How is this 

possible? How can you be my match? Xue Fanxin, I’m going to kill you.” 

Just as she was about to launch another attack, the vengeful spirit in her body reminded her anxiously, 

“Don’t be rash. Quickly leave. You can’t kill her.” 
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Chapter 373: Xue You’s Might (1) 

Su Baifeng was filled with killing intent toward Xue Fanxin. Her hatred blinded her rationality. At this 

moment, she only wanted to kill her. Even if she had to pay a price, she would not hesitate. 

It was rare that Ye Jiushang was not around. If she missed this chance, it would be almost impossible to 

kill Xue Fanxin in the future. This girl’s opportunities were too good. Adding Ye Jiushang’s help, the more 

time she was given, the more powerful she would become. Therefore, she had to be eliminated quickly 

while she was still weak. 

More than a month ago, Xue Fanxin was still the Young Miss of a small Duke’s Estate outside the 

Tongxuan Realm. Her cultivation was at the early stage of the Spirit Awakening Realm, but now, she was 

already in the Spirit Refining Realm. She was even doing well in the Tongxuan Realm… 

She would not allow such an enemy to live for too long. 

“I must kill her today.” Su Baifeng refused to listen. Her heart was set on claiming Xue Fanxin’s life. She 

waved the black sword in her hand and did not hesitate to burn her blood essence, unleashing the 

sword’s power of darkness. Then, she let the sword control her and slashed at Xue Fanxin. 

At the same time, the vengeful spirit kept trying to stop and remind her, “Don’t be rash. The sword in 

her hand is extraordinary, and she’s still wearing—” 



Before he finished, Su Baifeng had already rushed forward with the black sword. 

Xue Fanxin was prepared to receive Su Baifeng’s second strike. Golden butterflies danced around her, 

hiding the sword aura of the Xue You Sword in them. If she was not careful, she herself could get 

injured. 

The current Xue You Sword was spiritual. In the past, Xue Fanxin had always been the one controlling it, 

but now, it was the opposite. It controlled Xue Fanxin and released the power of ice and snow, 

condensing an ice net in front of Xue Fanxin. 

“What’s going on?” Xue Fanxin could sense that the Xue You Sword was out of control, but it did not 

reject her. Instead, it gently led her. 

The Xue You Sword naturally would not answer Xue Fanxin. It only did what it had to do to protect Xue 

Fanxin, emitting a bright snow-blue light. 

Su Baifeng knew that Xue Fanxin’s sword was extraordinary, but she did not think that it could defeat 

her black sword, nor did she take the butterflies around Xue Fanxin seriously. She rushed forward under 

the black sword’s intense, domineering, and wild power of darkness. When she reached the ice net, she 

wanted to slash it open, but who knew… 

“Ah…” 

When the black sword struck the ice net, it was repelled by an even stronger force. The elasticity was 

too powerful. It shocked Su Baifeng so much that she could not even hold the sword. It flew out of her 

hand, and she was sent flying to the ground. 

“How could this be? Impossible, this is impossible!” 

Her black sword was so powerful. How could it not even break an ice net? 

Su Baifeng could not accept the outcome and roared at the vengeful spirit, “Didn’t you say that this 

sword is powerful? Is this powerful? You can’t even break through someone’s ice net. You’re just a lousy 

sword. Quickly come out and kill her, or don’t even think about staying with me. If I can’t kill her today, 

there’s no need for anything else. I’d rather die than raise you.” 

A black shadow drilled out of her body and flew in the air, saying angrily, “I’ve already told you that the 

sword in her hand is extraordinary. It’s impossible for you to kill her. You just won’t listen. Now you 

know that you’re no match for her!” 

“Enough nonsense. Kill her already. I want her dead. I don’t want to leave her alive for a moment.” 

She had to kill Xue Fanxin now. She had to… 

Chapter 374: Xue You’s Might (2) 

The vengeful spirit was in the shape of a ball of black aura without a human form. However, Xue Fanxin 

could sense that it was very, very strong. Her entire body felt heavy as if hundreds of kilograms were 

pressing down on her. 

Was that the vengeful spirit suppressed in the Second Tomb of the Spacetime Emperor? 



It was indeed powerful… 

“Little girl, if you want to die a little faster, then kill yourself. Otherwise, I’m afraid you’ll die miserably.” 

The vengeful spirit floated in front of Xue Fanxin. He used words to confuse her, but in fact, he had no 

intention of giving her a chance to commit suicide. He wanted to take the opportunity to ambush her. 

Xue Fanxin knew that the vengeful spirit was not a good thing. She was naturally wary of him. When he 

flew over, she was very focused and stared straight at him, not even willing to blink. While listening to 

the vengeful spirit, she did not lower her guard, but who knew… 

Such a powerful vengeful spirit would actually choose to ambush the enemy? 

Fortunately, her vigilance was high. She was not bewitched by his words. Otherwise, she would have 

suffered greatly. 

“What a shameless old thing. You still have to use a sneak attack to deal with a junior? Don’t you find it 

embarrassing?” 

“Stupid girl, you’re courting death.” The vengeful spirit thought that a sneak attack would be enough to 

kill her, but unexpectedly, she had dodged it. In a fit of rage, he chose to attack forcefully, but things 

were not as he had expected. 

He had noticed the bracelet on Xue Fanxin’s wrist. It was the Purple Buddha Bracelet, a magical artifact 

specially used to restrain vengeful spirits. He believed that it would not be of much use in the hands of a 

little girl. Out of his expectations, someone had cast a secret technique on it, issuing it a protective 

order. Once a vengeful spirit approached, it would protect its master. 

The Purple Buddha Bracelet released powerful energy. The golden Buddhist light carried a purple arrow 

as it repelled the vengeful spirit, inflicting severe injuries on him. If not for his fast speed, that remnant 

spirit would have disappeared. 

To protect his remnant soul, the vengeful spirit entered Su Baifeng’s body. 

Su Baifeng was displeased and scolded angrily, “Xue Fanxin hasn’t been killed yet. What are you doing 

here? Go out and kill her. I must take her life today no matter what. 

“I’m telling you to kill her, did you hear me? 

“Come out, come out. I want you to come out.” 

“You can’t kill her today,” the vengeful spirit took a long time to recover before replying in an extremely 

weak voice. 

“Aren’t you powerful? How can you not even kill a woman in the Spirit Refining Realm?” 

“Unless you take off her bracelet, I can’t kill her. I’m going to rest. If you want to stay and be killed by 

her, then do whatever you want. Anyway, I’ve already left that place. It won’t be difficult for me to find 

a new body.” 

“You…” This time, Su Baifeng really did not dare to throw a temper. Seeing that Xue Fanxin was 

enveloped in golden and purple light, no matter how unwilling she was, she had to leave. 



This damned Xue Fanxin had a lot of good things on her. 

That bracelet, right? She would think of a way to get it. 

“You want to leave? It won’t be that easy.” 

Chapter 375: Xue You’s Might (3) 

Xue Fanxin never thought the Purple Buddha Bracelet would be used so quickly. She did not sense its 

power previously, but now, she could sense it clearly. Furthermore, it was filled with the power of 

justice. 

No wonder it was said that the Purple Buddha Bracelet was the nemesis of vengeful spirits. The power It 

contained was the bane of evil. 

Ah Jiu’s stuff was indeed good! 

Since Su Baifeng had delivered herself to her doorstep and that vengeful spirit was afraid of the Purple 

Buddha Bracelet in her hand, how could she miss this great opportunity? 

Even if she could not kill her, she had to severely injure her. Otherwise, she would keep jumping around, 

messing with her plans. 

Xue Fanxin activated the Xue You Sword and shot out three swords from afar to chase after the fleeing 

Su Baifeng. 

The Xue You Sword understood her intentions as it was connected to her heart. It recognized her 

intense desire to kill Su Baifeng, so it cooperated with her fully. There were also countless invisible 

sword auras that inundated Su Baifeng. 

Su Baifeng looked back while running and saw three identical swords chasing after her. There was also 

an extremely terrifying invisible force. She could sense that if she was hit by the swords behind her, the 

consequences would be grave. 

“Help me.” Su Baifeng had no choice but to seek help from the vengeful spirit in her body. By then, the 

swords were already upon her. She barely dodged two of them, but she could not dodge the third one. 

Her shoulder was pierced by it. 

Fortunately, it was only her shoulder. If it was a fatal place, she would be finished. 

Xue Fanxin launched her second move. To increase the attack power, she even used the Reverse Spirit 

Art to power the Xue You Sword, shooting out another sword aura. 

This sword aura was stronger than all the previous attacks and easily broke Su Baifeng’s defense. 

“Ah…” Su Baifeng’s defense was like a paper. She was sent flying by the powerful sword aura. Her 

clothes were cut into pieces, and her body was riddled with injuries. 

Only now did Su Baifeng realize that she really had no way to kill Xue Fanxin. On the verge of death, fear 

appeared in her heart. Her desire to live was very strong. She anxiously called the vengeful spirit in her 

body. “Quickly save me, save me.” 



“I’m unlucky to have chosen a stupid woman like you.” The vengeful spirit was currently residing in Su 

Baifeng’s body. Although he could find a new host, it would consume a lot of spirit energy. He might not 

even be able to protect his little remnant soul, so he had to ensure Su Baifeng lived for now. He might 

die with her otherwise. 

Xue Fanxin felt that Su Baifeng was not as powerful as Ye Jiushang said. To be precise, the vengeful spirit 

was not that strong, so she decided to take the risk. She would go for the kill using the Reverse Spirit Art. 
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However, this time, her attack seemed to have hit cotton and did not cause much damage. Following 

that, Su Baifeng was wrapped in a black fog and disappeared into the darkness. 

Her resentful curse sounded in the air. “Xue Fanxin, I won’t let you off.” 

Chapter 376: Show Some Respect 

After Su Baifeng escaped, she fell miserably in the backyard of the Prime Minister’s Estate. Fortunately, 

it was midnight, and most of the people in the Prime Minister’s Estate were sleeping. No one saw her 

sorry state. 

“Damn you, Xue Fanxin. I’ll settle scores with you sooner or later. Cough, cough…” Su Baifeng stood up 

with difficulty and supported herself against the wall with one hand. She scolded Xue Fanxin a few times 

before coughing weakly. In the end, she even vomited blood. The injuries on her body hurt badly. 

She had thought that she could get rid of Xue Fanxin tonight. Even if she could not, she could teach her a 

lesson. After discovering that Ye Jiushang was leaving, she got even more confident. Unexpectedly… 

Even now, she did not understand why Xue Fanxin had suddenly become so strong. 

Could it be that Ye Jiushang had really helped her? 

“That woman is not an ordinary person. I advise you not to go against her, or you will be in a hell of 

trouble.” The vengeful spirit recalled the strength Xue Fanxin had displayed in tonight’s battle, that 

profound sword technique, and her last move. All of them indicated that she had outstanding origins. 

How could an ordinary woman have so many good things? Just the Purple Buddha Bracelet was a 

precious item. 

He had not expected such a powerful artifact to exist in such a small place. Was he suppressed for too 

long and the world had already changed? 

If everything Xue Fanxin had now was given to her by that Ye Jiushang, then his background and 

strength… It was best not to provoke him. After all, he was only a vengeful spirit now. His strength had 

greatly decreased. Facing such a powerful enemy as soon as he came out was undoubtedly courting 

death. 

If Su Baifeng wanted to die, he would not accompany her. 

Su Baifeng did not know the vengeful spirit’s thoughts. She was angry at herself. Since she had no outlet, 

she took it out on the vengeful spirit hiding in her body. “Didn’t you say that you were some Martial 



Monarch Realm expert? You even boasted how powerful you were, yet you couldn’t even kill a Spirit 

Refining Realm girl. You even bragged that you would take me to a higher place and make me stronger. I 

don’t quite believe you anymore.” 

“Little girl, show some respect. I’ll give in to you, but that doesn’t mean you can ride on my head. If not 

for the fact that you brought me out of that damned place, do you think I would tolerate your 

impudence?” The vengeful spirit was also angry. It even regretted choosing Su Baifeng, this stupid 

woman. 

Back then, there were so many people. If not for the strong resentment in this woman, he would not 

have chosen her. 

Now that he thought about it carefully, choosing Yi Fentian was actually not bad. 

Su Baifeng could tell that the vengeful spirit was enraged. For some reason, she felt afraid. Despite the 

ball of pent-up fury in her stomach, she did not dare to say anything else. Enduring the pain in her body, 

she trudged toward her room. 

She would not collapse just like that. If she could not kill Xue Fanxin today, then so be it. One day, she 

would claim her life. 

The vengeful spirit was in Su Baifeng’s body, so it naturally knew what she was thinking. It did not say 

anything, only laughing at this woman’s stupidity. 

No matter how stupid she was, she was still the host he had chosen. If anything happened to her, it 

would be very disadvantageous to him. At the very least, before he recovered, he could not waste his 

energy choosing another host. 

There was no choice. It seemed like he could only work hard to help Su Baifeng get rid of Xue Fanxin. 

Chapter 377: Playing Tricks 

Xue Fanxin used the Reverse Spirit Art twice to injure Su Baifeng. Although the last attack did not cause 

much damage, the previous one was enough to make her suffer. 

She was also exhausted as a result. After using the Reverse Spirit Art, she was really, really tired. 

“Phew… I’m beat.” Xue Fanxin lay on the ground like a pile of mud. She was too tired to walk back to her 

room by herself. 

Zhuri and the others noticed the commotion and rushed over. They were given a scare when they saw 

Xue Fanxin lying on the ground in a sorry state. 

“Your Highness, what’s wrong?” 

“Your Highness, what happened just now?” 

Fuyun ran over and helped Xue Fanxin up. She checked nervously to see if she was injured. “Your 

Highness, are you hurt?” 

After a while, Xue Batian also came. “What’s going on? Why did I hear fighting just now? Little Xin’er, 

what’s wrong?” 



“Everyone, don’t be anxious. One by one. I don’t have the energy to answer so many questions all at 

once.” Xue Fanxin was surrounded by everyone, who threw question after another. She was too tired to 

entertain them. She finally found some energy after a few moments. 

“The Consort seems to be exhausted. Let her rest first. If there’s any problem, we’ll talk after she’s back 

to her feet.” Fuyun helped Xue Fanxin sit on a stone stool by the side, then rubbed her hands and feet to 

help her relieve her fatigue. 

Xue Batian and Zhuri waited patiently by the side and instructed the maidservant to prepare tea. 

Little Lei also rushed to the scene with the sleeping little white tiger in his arms. Seeing Xue Fanxin’s 

miserable state, he was a little worried. “Girl, who did you fight with? I think I smell the power of 

darkness.” 

“Su Baifeng was here. There’s a powerful vengeful spirit in her body, the one that was suppressed in the 

Spacetime Emperor’s tomb.” Xue Fanxin had caught her breath. She briefly explained what had just 

happened to everyone. 

Everyone’s heart was heavy. They had never expected Su Baifeng to come looking for them so quickly. 

She even brought along a powerful aid. This was not a good thing! 

“Xin’er, that Su Baifeng is already powerful. Now she has a strange vengeful spirit on her. You have to be 

careful!” Xue Batian said worriedly. At the thought of his precious granddaughter being targeted by that 

terrifying vengeful spirit, he got anxious. 

Zhuri and Fuyun were equally concerned. They had seen Su Baifeng’s ruthlessness in the tomb and knew 

how she hated their Consort. 

Actually, Su Baifeng was not to be feared. What really bothered them was the vengeful spirit. They knew 

nothing about him, which was the most worrying thing. 

“Don’t worry. I almost killed Su Baifeng. She won’t cause trouble for the time being. As for that vengeful 

spirit, if I’m not wrong, he’s also heavily injured. We just have to be extra careful.” Xue Fanxin comforted 

everyone, lest they lost their sleep. 

Su Baifeng was not stupid. She would only do foolish things when she was angry. Once she calmed 

down, she would be a terrifying enemy. 

If she was not wrong, Su Baifeng was going to start playing dirty. 

However, they knew who was plotting against them. 

She liked playing dirty. 

Chapter 378: Two Clowns 

Xue Fanxin slept for a day and night before recovering. 

While she was resting, Xue Batian, Zhuri, Fuyun, and the others kept watch over her. Even Little Lei did 

not go back to sleep. He carried the little white tiger and played in the courtyard, running to the kitchen 



from time to time to look for food. Although he had a look of disdain, he was really hungry, so he 

casually ate something to relieve his hunger. 

Before his master left, he had specially instructed him to protect this idiot girl. But last night, as he had 

slept too soundly, he had almost ruined everything. 

If anything happened to her, his master would definitely skin him alive. 

He had better take good care of this idiot. At the very least, he had to wait for her to recover. If anything 

happened again, that would be terrible. 

“Little Lei! You’re just a small boy. How can you eat so much? Can your stomach contain so much?” 

When Xue Batian got bored, he looked for Little Lei to pass time and sometimes even snatched his food. 

They were like two clowns, one old and one young. 

“Old Grandpa, you’ve already stolen five of my roasted chicken legs.” Little Lei remembered how many 

drumsticks Xue Batian had taken from him. Although they were not as delicious as Xue Fanxin’s, they 

were still his drumsticks. 

Based on Little Lei’s temper, if anyone else came to snatch the food, they would have long been kicked 

away. Because of Xue Batian’s special status, he showed tolerance and gave in to him. 

Xue Batian did not know about Little Lei’s temper. In his eyes, he was just a child, a cute and handsome 

young boy. He was a little cocky and arrogant… but he liked him! 

“You have at least twenty drumsticks here. I only ate five.” 

“If you want to eat, go get it from the kitchen yourself. Why do you have to snatch mine?” 

“You’re just a child. How can you eat so many drumsticks? I’ll help you get rid of them.” 

“I can eat them myself. I don’t need your help.” Little Lei picked up the entire plate and turned his back 

to Xue Batian, gnawing on his drumstick. 

Sigh… The taste of this drumstick was really bad, not comparable to that idiot’s cooking at all. 

That idiot could really sleep. It had been a day and a night, but she was still sleeping like a pig. He did not 

know when he would be able to enjoy those ten feasts. 

No, no. He had not killed Yi Fentian yet. How could there be ten feasts? 

In other words, he had to kill Yi Fentian first before he could eat ten feasts. 

It seemed like he had to find some time to kill the guy. 

Yi Fentian had already returned to the Yi family. As his vitality had been injured in the tomb, he was 

currently recuperating. For some reason, he kept sneezing. 

“Achoo…” 

Who was scolding him? 



“Young Master, are you okay? Did you catch a cold?” The moment the maidservant entered, she heard 

Yi Fentian sneezing and quickly came over. 

“It’s okay,” Yi Fentian said casually. He sniffed and asked solemnly, “I instructed you to keep an eye on 

the Ninth Lord’s Estate. Has it been done?” 

“Young Master, I’ve already sent people. However, the Ninth Lord’s Estate is heavily guarded. It’s very 

difficult for our people to obtain any useful information.” 

“Even if it’s difficult, you have to find out for me. Send a smarter person to think of a way to sneak in. It’s 

best if they can get to Xue Fanxin’s side. I want to know her every move.” 

Since he had returned alive from that damned place, what followed was his counterattack. Be it Xue 

Fanxin or Ye Jiushang, he wanted them to pay the price and let them know the consequences of 

offending him, Yi Fentian. 
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Chapter 379: New Content 

As soon as he returned, Yi Fentian sent people to spy on the Ninth Lord’s Estate. Little did he know that 

his every move was being watched. 

There were many experts in the Ninth Lord’s Estate. Just the ordinary guards were all in the Spirit 

Refining Realm. Moreover, every single one of them had undergone special training and was more 

powerful than the guards in the Imperial Palace. The guards of the four great clans could not be 

compared to them at all. 

Apart from ordinary guards, the Ninth Lord’s Estate also had Night Shadow Guards. They lurked in the 

dark and protected the safety of the Lord’s Estate. They also knew everything that happened around the 

Lord’s Estate like the back of their hands. 

Zhuri was the leader of the Night Shadow Guards. Most of the information gathered by the Night 

Shadow Guards would be sent to him first and then to Ye Jiushang. 

“Alright, I understand. Let’s not act yet. I’ll make a decision after I ask the Consort.” After Zhuri received 

the news, he dismissed the reporter. Then, he went to Xue Fanxin’s courtyard and realized that she was 

not up yet, so he waited outside. 

Fuyun prepared some tea and got everyone to sit in the courtyard. Xue Fanxin had instructed them not 

to disturb her. She would wake up naturally. 

They had no idea that Xue Fanxin was already awake. She was busy in her Reverse Spirit Heaven Wheel 

Space. 

The Tree of Life, the Dragon Blood Soul Lotus, and the Nine Revolutions Purple Leaf Orchid that had 

been planted in the Reverse Spirit Heaven Wheel Space had all broken out of the ground. Some even 

grew small tender leaves. 



She had been taking care of the three seeds ever since she planted them. Every night before sleeping, 

she would check up on them. Occasionally, she would water them and talk to them, or even beg them to 

grow out quickly. 

Indeed, the heavens did not disappoint her. The thing she was looking forward to day and night finally 

happened; the three seeds germinated. Although they were only the size of green beans, they were the 

beginning of all hope. 

“You have to grow up quickly, okay? Only when you grow up can you help Ah Jiu.” 

While she was talking to the three newly grown sprouts, a small pill furnace flew over and spun in front 

of her. Then, it stuck to her face and kissed it a few times before continuing to spin. 

“Little pill furnace, what are you doing?” 

The small pill furnace circled Xue Fanxin a few times before flying towards the large rock not far away. It 

landed on it and jumped around. 

Xue Fanxin noticed something wrong with the stone, so she walked over to take a look. She realized that 

the three books on the stone had appeared by themselves. The words on them were shining with golden 

light. 

“This is the second tier of the Reverse Spirit Art and the Heart Cleansing Incantation. There are other pill 

formulas too. Heavens, why has new content suddenly appeared?” 

In the past, no matter what she did, nothing new appeared in these books. The Reverse Spirit Art and 

the Heart Cleansing Incantation remained at the first tier. The Myriad Spirit Record only showed a few 

pill formulas and pill cultivating methods. There was nothing else. 

Today, new content appeared in these three books. What was going on? 

“Little pill furnace, do you know the reason?” 

The Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace jumped and swayed a few times, trying to express 

something. Unfortunately, Xue Fanxin could not understand at all. Besides, her mind was no longer on 

the furnace. She was thinking about the Reverse Spirit Art and the new information on the Heart 

Cleansing Incantation. After thinking about it for a while, she started to cultivate, forgetting that there 

were a bunch of people waiting for her outside. 

Chapter 380: Ask Her Yourself 

Xue Fanxin knew how heaven-defying the Reverse Spirit Art was. Without it, it would have been very 

difficult to injure Su Baifeng. She had to practice it well. 

If the first tier of the Reverse Spirit Art was already so powerful, wouldn’t the second tier be even more 

so? 

She naturally had to prioritize it. Perhaps she could become stronger soon. 

As her enemies improved, how could she not become stronger? Otherwise, she would only be 

destroyed. 



Cultivation was endless, especially for someone like Xue Fanxin, who would forget everything once she 

started cultivating. 

Two days passed, but there was still no movement from Xue Fanxin’s side. The people waiting outside 

became more and more anxious. In the end, they couldn’t help but enter her room. There was no one 

inside. 

“Where did she go? Where did she go?” Xue Batian was the most anxious one, almost going crazy. 

Little Lei was least worried. He looked like he was used to it. Seeing Xue Batian pacing around the room, 

he said speechlessly, “She’s just hiding in her space. What’s there to be shocked about?” 

“Space? What space?” 

“It’s…” Little Lei did not know how to explain it. Although he knew about Xue Fanxin’s space, others did 

not. How could he casually reveal her secret? 

Even he did not have a treasure like the portable space. It was incomparably precious. Once the word 

spread, the world would fight over it. That idiot would be in a lot of trouble. 

Zhuri and Fuyun did not know about the existence of the Reverse Spirit Heaven Wheel’s space either. 

They only knew that Xue Fanxin had a treasure with her. When Little Lei mentioned some space, they 

were also confused. But they recognized the severity of the matter, so they did not inquire further. 

Sometimes, it was better to be ignorant. Not knowing was not necessarily a bad thing. 

Xue Batian did not care about this. All he wanted to know was where his precious granddaughter had 

gone. “What is it? Little Lei, quickly tell me. I’m dying of anxiety.” 

“Aiya… You can ask her yourself when she comes out,” Little Lei said irritably. Feeling that he could not 

handle Xue Batian, he shouted, “Girl, come out quickly. Your grandfather is going to go crazy from 

anxiety.” 

Xue Fanxin was cultivating in the Reverse Spirit Heaven Wheel Space and was in a mysterious state. Her 

comprehension of the Reverse Spirit Art had reached a certain level, and she had also grasped the Heart 

Cleansing Incantation. When the two were combined, she could sense the changes in her body. Her 

meridians had widened, and the spirit energy in her dantian was incomparably abundant. There were 

faint signs of a breakthrough. 

She wanted to break through in one fell swoop and advance to the Spirit Transformation Realm. 

Unexpectedly, at the critical moment, she was disturbed by Little Lei. That feeling of advancement 

vanished. In the end, her cultivation level was still stuck at the peak of the Spirit Refining Realm, just a 

little shy of the Spirit Transformation Realm. 

This damned Little Lei. She would go out and beat him up. 

Xue Fanxin did not notice the situation outside the space. Annoyed, she started scolding immediately 

after coming out. “What are you arguing about? Didn’t I tell you not to disturb me? I’m telling you…” 

Midway, she realized there were many people in the room. Everyone was looking at her strangely. 



Oh no, she had appeared out of thin air. She must have frightened them, right? 

How could she explain it? 

 


